
Discussion 6
Midterm Review



VR History

● What made modern VR happen? 
○ VR Displays
○ Rendering Techniques
○ Tracking
○ Etc.

● What is the difference between mixed reality and virtual reality?



Monocular and Stereo Vision

● How do we see 3D? (depth cues)
○ Monocular, static cues
○ Motion parallax
○ Occulomotor cues
○ Binocular disparity and stereopsis

● What are the depth cues that are used in VR?
● What is convergence mismatch?



Color Vision

● What are the 3 types of cones?
● What is the difference between cones and rods?
● What is the goal of Tristimulus Experiment?
● Why is there negative values in the Tristimulus Experiment?



Human Vision

● Concepts: FOV, temporal resolution, dynamic range etc.
● What does VR have that is different from the real world in terms of these 

aspects of human vision? (e.g. HMD, phone display, cave etc.)



3D Stereo

● Anaglyphic, SIS, SIRDS, Active Stereo, Polarizing Filters, Passive Stereo 
Monitors, Infitec, Autostereoscopic Displays

● E.g. Given a scenario, which technique would you recommend for the 
scenario?



VR Displays and HMD

● Advantages and disadvantages of Cave vs Workbenches vs HMD.
● What are the VR display issues, and why do they happen?
● What are ATW and ASW? Why do we need them?



Projects

● What should you see when IOD changes, scaling the cube, freeze certain 
tracking, etc?

● How many layers of framebuffers do we need to render cave properly in 
VR? What does each framebuffer layer do?

● What is the difference between off-axis perspective and on-axis 
perspective? Why do we need off-axis for cave rendering? What images 
would you see based on a given target and off-axis projection angle?

● What should you see for random failure simulation, brightness simulation, 
vignetting, linear polarization in our VR cave from the last project?



Prep Summary

1. Everything up to today is a fair game, including all lecture, homework and 
discussion materials.

2. No equations or numbers will be asked (no math), but we may as about 
what each element means in an equation.

3. Categories and understanding of the concept through comparison would 
be tested.

4. Reference: format would be similar to CSE165 (sample midterm link)

http://ivl.calit2.net/wiki/images/b/b7/CSE165W17Midterm.pdf

